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36. FAITH - THE SPIRIT
OF FAITH

Summary:

1. Lexicographical approximation. - 2. Faith. 2.1. In The Duties. 2.2. In the Collection. - 3. The
Spirit of Faith. 3.1. The basic texts. 3.2. Four other texts. - 4. An overall view. 4.1. The aim of
the Christian. 4.2. Faith as a journey. 4.3. Faith as a light and guide. 4.4. Faith is search and un
ity. 4.5. Faith is the presence of God and prayer. 4.6. Faith demands conversion -to follow and
to renounce. 4.7. Faith means to obey the voice of God. 4.8. Faith involves journeying together
and transmitting the light. 4.9. Faith involves seeing God in creatures. 4.10. Faith involves
abandoning onesell to Providence. - 5. Conclusion.

We will concentrate on twenty of De La Salle's
texts, some very brief, which have been analysed
in the magnificent Lasallian Vocabulary (VL) and
make use of the editions mentioned there.' We will
consider the lexicography, faith, and the spirit of
faith, give an overall view and draw a conclusion.
One must say from the outset that the life of faith
envelops the whole of Christian life since "the true
Christian lives in faith" (R 71) and, consequently,
it is not surprising that we have tn touch on many
points.

I. LEXICOGRAPHICAL
APPROXIMATIONS

Our starting point will be the VL (with its ine
vitable limitations and with our own limitations,
too'). Given that there is much dilTerence between,
for example, "believing" in God and "believing"
in dreams (Da 114), we will make a distinction be
tween the religious-mora! sense of the words
(meaning A) and their secular sense (meaning B).'

1.1. Faith

The word faith abounds in the writings of De
La Salle and appears in almost all of them' One
could cast a wide semantic net, or create a concep
tua! map, around the word "faith" starting with a
nucleus such as: a) "fidelity", "loyalty", "to
trust"... ; b) "to believe", "belief', "credulity... ; c)
including Utruth", "doubt", ufalsehood". The re
sult would be rather modest. In the VL many
words scarcely or never figure either because they
were from a different era or because De La Salle
did not use them.'

1.2. The spirit of faith

The expression "spirit of faith" appears only
55 times and is completely absent from tbe majo
rity of his writings. Thus, it only figures in six of
the twenty that we are studying and, furthermore,
does so in a very unequal manner with more than
two-thirds of the examples found in a few pages of
the Collectiol/.' This might be a lillie surprising
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bearing in mind that the spirit of faith is the spirit
of the Institute and that De La Salle makes much
use of the word "spirit", and the construction "the
spirit of... ".' However, it is the conlents rather
than the expressions' which are more important.

1.3. Possible equivalences

In some cases, at least, there may be a com
plete equivalence, or almost an equivalence, be
tween the expressions the life offaith (understood
in its fulness) and the spirit of faith (R 71 +; MF
87.1; 117.3), illterior life (EM 3-6), piety or the spi
rit ofpiety (MR 207.3; 208.1), religioll or the spirit
of religion, !1 wisdom or 'he spirit of wisdom, 10 pru
dence," obedience," the spirit of Christianity and
the Christiall Spirit,13 the spirit of the Institute (and
similar expressions)."

104. Binary rhythm and gemination

In the basic texts on the spirit of faith there are
abundant examples of a two-fold emphasis. For
example, "faith must serve to light and to guide...
to conduct and lead them" (R 71). Frequently this
is simply the use of synonyms, or near equivalen
ces (geminations) with a stylistic end in view which
was common at the time and studied in literature.
The purpose of the stylistic device was to give a
certain solemnity to the language through the
creation of a binary rhythm. Here we have an im
portant interpretative key, as much for these texts
as for others."

2, FAITH

Faith in general is explicitly studied in the Du
ties and in the Collection.

2.1. In the duties

With regard to the DWies, the Da edition,
which is the most complete, will suffice for our
purposes,16 One must keep its Preface very much
in mind (p, I-X). According to this it is not suffi
cient to be a Christian since one must also be a
Catholic (submission to the Church). One must be
a "true Christian" (p. X), that is a true disciple

and follower of Jesus Christ (p. IV) and not only
in appearances (when faith is not animated by
love of God, p. IV) since it demands, besides, that
one be "animated by the spirit of Our Lord Jesus
Christ and live in conformity with his life, and
with his maxims which are expressed for tiS in the
Gospel and throughout the New Testament"
(p. V). What are proper to the true Christian are
the theological virtues (p. X). The obligations of
the Christian are reduced (p. X) to knowing God
(faith; p, 1-88) and to loving him (charity; p. 89
192) with the help of God's grace (p. 193-198; on
which faith depends, p. 196) which is normally gi
ven to us through the sacraments (p.199-404).
Faith is especially related to the sacraments of
Baptism, Confirmation and the Eucharist
(pp.211+, 231+ and 241+) and with prayer
(p. 405-494). The normal virtues are not exclusive
to the Christian except in the way in which they
are practised - ie. "with grace, by the movement
of the Spirit of God and with the pure intention of
pleasing him" (p. IX). Without grace, our actions
are as a body without a soul and are only good in
appearance (like the actions of the pagan) and do
not contribute to our salvation (p. 197).

This given, the work begins specifically with a
study offaith (p. 1-15). Speaking generally, faith is
to believe something that we are told or, in other
words, solely knowing something through hearing
of it. It can be human or divine and is compatible
with mortal sin (p. 63, 68) - one can even speak of
the faith of the condemned (p. 64; Jm 2,19 makes
mention of the faith of demons, p. 90). Naturally,
faith without charity and without works is dead
and does not contribute to salvation (p. 89+; Jm
2,17). The first duty of the Christian is to know
God and Jesus Christ, and eternal life consists in
this (In 17,3). Faith is needed to accomplish this
which is the supernatural light which we receive
from God in Baptism. It is a virtue which makes
tiS believe what God has revealed and what the
Church teaches, with resolution and with the sub
mission of the mind and heart (p. 3; also p. IX).
What the Church teaches is the same as if God
himself says it since the Church possesses the po
wer and the authority of God and of Jesus Christ
(p. 3 and p. 72). Thus, the person who does not lis
ten to the Church must be considered as a pagan
(p.9, 71; Mt 18,17). The truths of faith mayor
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may not be written (Scripture and tradition, p. 7
13). It must be practised particularly on specific
occasions - for example, in pardoning one's ene
mies, in abhoring vice and encouraging oneself in
virtue. Acts of faith may be public, in order to
give witness to faith, or directed towards God
from the heart (p. 7). The Creed summarises all
that one must believe (p. 13-15) and is, in the
words of Sf. Augustine, "the rule and profession
of faith". It has a trinitarian structure and con
tains 12 articles and it must be known and recited
frequently. Following this (p. 15-88) there is a
study of the articles of the Creed. In speaking of
the Church there is an insistence that its authority
in matters of faith does not consist in adding to,
or changing, but rather in explaining doctrine and
determining which are the books of Scripture
(p. 71). In what relates to faith we must submit to
the decisions of the Church with the same simpli
city as to the Gospel (p. 72). Finally, there is a
brief treatment of those who sin against faith - ie.
those who do not believe, apostates, schismatics,
heretics (and those who associate with them),
those who wilfully doubt, and those who do not
know the principal mysteries and commandments
of God and of the Church (pp. I 12-3).

To summarise: the following characteristics can
be underlined

- it is a type of catechism - its aim was "to
form the Christian" (p. II). Apparently it was pri
marily directed at parents and educators." Conse
quently, importance is given to orthodoxy, to the
notional, to the didactic, to the perfect and to sub
mission to the Church - without much subtle dis
tinction since these were difficult times;

- an exaggerated negative vision of the pagan
which was in conformity with the ecclesiology of
the time;

- with regard tofaith, the following characte
ristics can be highlighted:

I. Its capital importance - with charity it do
minates the whole work and it is mentioned fre
quently (124 times - as we have seen).

2. What we are presented with is a faith which
goes beyond simply"holding as Il"IIe". In effect, it
speaks about the heart (. 3, 7), about the love of
God (p. 7), about abandoning vice and giving one
self to virtue (p. 6+), about practical faith with
works (p. 6, 89 +, 230), about the struggle against
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the enemies of faith (p. 235), and about the danger
to one's own life (p. 232, 238).

3. While the expression the "spirit offaith" is
not mentioned in the whole work (nor does it fig
ure in Db, Dc, GA nor in PAl, the essentials of its
contents are here - ie. to conform one's life to the
life and maxims of Jesus (p. V), to have a faith
which is animated by charity (p. IV) and to do
everything under the inspiration of the Spirit of
God and only with the intention of pleasing him
(p. IX).

4. Finally, it is far-reaching and demanding
for all the faithful (p. 187-192) since "the true
Christian" must practise the works of mercy, the
beatitudes and the maxims of the NT, besides
what is strictly obligatory, because Jesus Christ
has called us all to "perfection" (p. 192).

2.2. The Collection

The Collection was intended for the Brothers.
On page 154 the study of the principal virtues be
gins and among them is the virtue of faith which is
treated in three invaluable little pages which de
serve to be quoted in full. Faith is the first of the
virtues to be studied and, moreover, charity is not
treated since it is obviously included in faith which
should "be efficacious and animated by charity
(p. 155; Ga 5,6). Because of this the text identifies
the life of faith with the spirit of faith. Thus, after
the initial passage that "the just live by faith"
(p. 155; Rm 1,17), there is added immediately and
with complete naturalness, "that your first care be
that you are led by the spirit of faith" (p. 154).

The internal structure of these three pages has
two related poles - "to follow" and "to re
nounce" - as in the text from Mt 16,24: "If any
one wants to be a follower of mine, let him re
nounce himself and take up his cross and follow
me" (quoted on p. 155). In the first place "to fol
low" - ie. usuivre"; as well as "s'attacher", "ap
prouver", "oboir" - in the sense of to follow God
(his will, his glory, his interests) and to follow
Jesus Christ (his Word, what faith tells us, and
what the Church approves). In synthesis, faith
must "strongly attach us" to knowledge, love, and
imitation of Jesus Christ as well as to union with
him. In the second place I'to renounce" - "renon
eer"; also "se detacher'\ "fuir", "ne recevoir",
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"condamner", "tout perdre", "quitter", "sacrifier"
- in the sense not only of renouncing whims and
fantasies, humours, inclinations, wordly habits,
novelties and even reason but actually renouncing
everything - honour, health, even life, if neces
sary, for the glory and interests of God and in imi
tation of Jesus Christ.

To summarise: the following can be emphasi
zed in this text

- its biblical foundation - especially in its
starting point that "the just live by faith" (Rm
1,17 - the chapter on the spirit of faith (R 71) be
gins in the same way);

- its Christocentrism - obviously directed to
the Father. The presence of Jesus is almost total
and close while there is not the least mention of
the Holy Spirit which was contrary to the author's
custom and due certainly to the brevity of the text;

- a vision of faith that is not based on the
mere "belief in what one is told" but on commu
nion, on knowing, loving and imitating Jesus
Christ and being united with him like the vine
shoots which die if separated from the vine
(p. 156). In other words, it is a faith which is
understood in terms of life and action and totally
rooted in charity;

- there is an energetic insistence on the me
diation of the Church - ie. to condemn what is
condemned by the Church, approve what is ap
proved, and to give it total, prompt and perfect
obedience (p. 155);

- finally, it involves a radical conversion so
that the whole person is directed towards the glory
and the will of God in imitation of Jesus Christ.

3. THE SPIRIT OF FAITH

3.1. The basic texts

The basic texts on the spirit of faith are found
in the Collection and in the Comlllon Rules. How
ever, since the latter is almost completely limited
to a reproduction of the former, we will concen
trate on the Collection."

[n the Collection we find a brief chapter entit
led "On the spirit of the Brothers of the Christian
Schools which is a spirit of faith" (pp. 71-76) and
its explanation "The explanation of the chapter on

the spirit of our Institute" (pp. 76-94). This expla
nation is accompanied by a selection of Scripture
passages to help the Brothers to act through the
spirit of faith (pp. 95-105).

a) The Chapter - it is arranged in two parts
and there is an introduction.

The introduction has three aspects:
I. The spirit of Christianity is the spirit of

faith because faith is the light and guide that leads
and directs one on the road to salvation. The true
Christian, the just one, lives by faith (Rm 1,17) be
cause he is directed and acts in everything from
the perspective and motive of faith.

2. The end of the Institute is to educate in the
spirit of Christianity.

3. Consequently, the spirit of the Institute is
the spirit of faith.

Thefirst part speaks of the spirit of faith: "The
spirit of our Institute is primarily, then, a spirit of
faith ..." (p. 72). Everything here is repeated and
amplified in the Explanation. The second part be
gins as follows: "Secondly, the spirit of this [nsti
tute consists of an ardent zeal for the instruction
of children..." (p. 75). However, we believe that, in
the strictest sense, the spirit of the Institute is the
spirit of faith."

b) The Explanation- it completely omits zeal
and the apostolic dimension associated with it and
scarcely mentions the Institute although it is
clearly implied. It contains three parts arranged as
follows; the nature of the spirit of faith, its effects
and, finally, the means for developing the spirit of
faith.

I. The nature of the spirit offaith. "It is a spirit
which is directed and governed in everything by
maxims and sentiments of faith taken principally
from the Sacred Scriptures" (p. 76: cf. pp. 71-72).
Expressed brieOy it consists in living in faith
(p.7I).

2. The effects of the spirit offaith. This life of
faith is understood in an active and total way; for
example, "it directs everything...", " ... not to look
on anything except...", "not to do anything
buL.". When the spirit of faith is analysed three
effects, or aspects, are indicated - "regarder",
"faire" and "attribuer". [n other words, faith is
the supreme rule of our understanding and of
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what we give value to, of our actions and of what
we bear in life.

- "Regarder" (to knoll', to "a/lIe); " ... Not to
look on anything but with the eyes of faith"
(p. 76). It is not referring to something simply no
tional but implies constant and serious asceticism.
For example, "consider creatures only in the same
way that God knows them" (p. 77), and do not be
guided by the eyes of the flesh, or by the eyes of
nature (ie. inclinations-repugnance), or by the eyes
of reason (ie. simple utility). In short, "regarder"
refers to value judgements which are existential
and normative.

- "Faire" (motivesJor action); " ... Not to do
anything but with God in view" (p. 80) or, as ex
pressed in the chapter, act always "guided by God,
moved by his Spirit and with the intention of
pleasing him" (p. 74). All of this presupposes three
things:

1. To be conscious of the presence of God.
2. To have God as the principle of one's life

that he is the prime author and mover to action
and that one allows oneself to be directed by his
Spirit.

3. To have God as the objective of one's life
- seeking only his glory and pleasing him in
everything.

- "AI/ribller lOut tl Dieu" (to receive, to
bear); to receive the good and the bad from his
hands in the same way as Job did. In other words,
to be absolutely convinced that there is nothing in
which the will of God is not accomplished, espe
cially with regard to those events which concern us
(p. 86). It is a faith which is full of hope and confi
dent abandonment in the hands of Providence. In
this way the whole of life - in all its limitations
is open to redemption since what happens in life is
God's will for the person and stems from his di
vine vocation as a person.20

To summarise: these three aspects - to know,
to act, and to receive or bear - can serve to syn
thesise all the horizons of human life which in this
way becomes totally "informed" by faith. But, at
the same time, they make us aware of something
more profound - that our activity is of value in
the measure that God acts in us not only as an end
but also as the principle of everything. This is, as
we shall see, to indicate the radical nature of the
spirit of faith.
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3. Means Jar developing the spirit ojJaith. Se
ven means are indicated and they may be organi
zed in a diptych illustrating what one must avoid
and what one must acquire. Put another way,
these are the means which, strictly speaking, may
"help us to acquire the spirit of faith and enable us
to be directed by it", a phrase which is repeated
with slight variations.

What mllst be avoided:
1. To look with the eyes of the flesh, oj natllre

and oj reason, as we have seen.
2. To actfromnatllra/motives or through habit

or for any hllman motive (eg. hope or human
fears). Consequently, one must examine the moti
ves of one's actions from time to time.

What must be acquired:
1. A profound respect for the Sacred Scriptu

res - for example, carrying it at all times and
reading it daily.

2. That all one's actions be animated by moti
ves of faith - for example, making use of some
text from Scripture.

3. To pay attention to nothing other than the
commands and the will of God, recognizing it and
adoring it in all that occurs, particularly in what
affects us, and making this tbe rule of our con
duct. This will be translated into submission for
the Rule, obedience to the Superior, since "who
ever listens to you listens to me" (Lk 10,16, p. 88),
the fulfillment of the duties proper to one's state
and, finally, the accomplishment of those things
which are absolutely essential - ego sleep, eating
- only because one believes that such is the will
of God.

4. To observe greal prudence wilh regard 10 Ihe
use oj one's senses using them only when necessary
and not for pleasure.

5. To take care to renew Ihe presence oj God
because it makes us act out of respect for God and
with recollection and because it keeps us away
from sin.

6. To dismiss all vain Ihollghls which are capa
ble of distracting us from these occupations.2I

c) We can briefly IInderline the Jollowing as
pects:

- a didactic preoccupation. Hence there are
certain schemes, divisions, sub-divisions and
examples which are relatively extensive and which
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give clarity and indicate importance. At the same
time it has risks, for example, of fragmentation, of
repetition and of tautology. Thus, for example,
"to act through habit is... to have the habit of.. ..·
(p. 92. Moreover, is there not a risk, too, that at ti
mes one cannot see the wood for the trees?

- a certain insistence all negoril1e aspects, on
what one -must avoid. If we insist in removing the
stones what is left of the track? Moreover, to our
modern sensibilities, the vision of beauty, for
example, which is given (p. 77: in contrast to the
positive emphasis of EM 32) or, particularly, the
attitude to eating (pp. 78-80, 91), is rather one
sided and reductionist. To take another example;
if the senses are only to be used out of necessity,
given that to use them "to take some pleasure" is
to separate us from the will of God (p. 91), one is
easily moved to question, from a modern perspec
tive, whether necessity alone justifies art, the ci
nema and, especially, television. What is the theo
logical meaning of pleasure? Obviously, what De
La Salle wanted to stress above all is the primacy
of other dimensions and the necessity to strive
hard for perfection. In the passages which he
proposes to help one act through the spirit of faith
(p. 95-105) the general tone is positive and, at ti
mes quite beautiful, and the negative is generally
compensated by the positive (pp. 95-100) - with
the exception of two tbemes, that of laughter and
that of looking about when walking in the streets
(p. 99). We need to be aware, too, that these were
different times and tbat many other authors made
use of similar texts. Finally, perhaps the fact that
this Explanation was directed in a special way at
beginners motivated its didactic tone, the insist
ence on what must be avoided as well as some
simplifications.

- Practical faitll. It is of course accepted that
faitb is knowing and believing what one is told but
its centre of gravity is in action - "se conduire",
"conduite'\ "agir", "actions", "faire" - and espe
cially in the will and its motives - "vues", "mo
tifs", "sentiments" - which are summarized in
submission to the will of God as the living expres
sion of tbe love of God.

- Tlleocelltric. Both the Chapter and the Ex
planation are clearly centred on God. The Chap
ter does not mention Jesus Christ while in the Ex
planation he is mentioned only three times, and

not in a direct or personal way but rather in a
New Testament quotation (p. 80, 85, 88). The Spi
rit of God is mentioned only twice and is related
to the interior movement of the Spirit (p. 74, 81).

Tbe image of God which is outlined here co
vers these points: he is the beginning and the end,
the prime author and mover (p. 81). He wisbes or
permits tbe circumstances which affect us
"througb the love which he has for us and for our
greater good" (p. 86) and bis will must constitute
the only preoccupation of the Christian. The con
comitant image of the Christian which is develo
ped is that of a person who allows himself to be
guided by the Spirit of God (p. 74, 81), who looks
at things as God sees them, who is respectfully at
tentive to his presence. He is conscious of God
(p. 74) and seeks to please him (p. 74, 81, 89), re
ceiving both the good and the bad as from his
hands (p. 82, 86) and who seeks his glory. Above
all, he is a person who obeys the commands and
the will of God, tbinking only of him and of what
he commands (p.74). Finally, be avoids all that
would be "displeasing to God and offensive to the
eyes of his divine Majesty" (p. 94) and, moreover,
educates cbildren in the fear of God (p. 75).

Thus, the transcendence and the authority of
God are empbasized while, at the same time, his
intimacy, as "the primary instigator and driving
force" (p. 81), is also evident. Perhaps, in this, one
detects a slight impression of distance for our
modern sensibility, but we know very well that,
for De La Salle, God, was much more than trans
cendence, authority and majesty. He also speaks,
although with great reserve, of love, of tenderness,
and actually of happiness even in this life.

3.2. The spirit of faith in other texts

The spirit of faith is mentioned in fOl/r other
texts - in MF (6 times), MD (3), CE (I), FD (I).

In MF, the spirit of faith is related to Saints
Stephen, Peter of Verona, Peter the Apostle, Louis
and Martha. In these texts two characteristics
stand out. The first is the naturalness with which
faith becomes the spirit of faith, as equivalences
(MF 87,1; 117,3; 139,2; 147,3), and the second is
the connection which is established between the
spirit offaith and the apostolate (in the first three)
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and between Ihe spirit of faith and the spirit of
one's own slate (139,2; 147,3). Thus, for example,
"be persuaded that you will only conlribule to the
good of the Church in your ministry to the extent
that you possess the fulness of faith and that you
are guided by the spirit of faith which, as the spirit
of your state, must animate all your conduct"
(139,2).

The five other quotations are found in the
other three works and their contents are as fol
lows; one must obey not through reason but
through the spirit of faith (MD 9,3) and whoever
does not obey in this way sees the superior simply
as a man and not as a minister of God (MD 73,1).
While we must live according to the spirit and the
light of faith only the Holy Spirit can open us to
this disposition (MD 43,2). The Christian teacher
must nOI work Ihrough motives which are purely
human but through the spirit of faith (CE 154)
and, finally, the Brother Director must be concer
ned above all that the Brothers possess the true
spirit of faith and that they take the will of God as
the rule of their conduct (FD 157).

4. AN OVERALL VIEW

All Christians are called to live in faith (Rrn 1,17)
but this permits of different expressions. What was
De La Salle's synthesis? The following are ten main
characteristics gathered around the nucleus "life seen
as a journey of salvation" (R 71).

(I) The end of our journey is God, Heaven. (2)
Life is the journey. (3) Faith is our light and guide.
(4) Faith is both a search and a union because God
is the beginning and the end. (5) It involves conver
sion, adhering to God in everything and detaching
oneself from others. (6) To live in faith is to walk in
the presence of God and in prayer. (7) It is continu
ous obedience to the voice of God. (8) It is journey
ing together and passing on the light. (9) It is to sec
the face of God in aU creatures. (10) Finally, come
what may, it is to keep one's heart confidently aban
doned in the hands of Providence.

In synthesis, it involves an exodus, a pilgrim
age to the heavenly Jerusalem.
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4.1. Where are we going? Questioning the end

De La Salle's starting point is Christian an
thropology and from the oulset he considers the
end of man, which is God himself, and the end of
time which will be heaven (MD 40, I and 2; 75,3;
MF 183). Consequently, when speaking of the spi
rit of faith, his vision is very theocentric. It is also
very existential in that he does not try to construct
a theory but rather tries to open a palhway
through the reality of life. Thus, he does not speak
of it in itself but rather in the context of the here
and now of each person which is a basic herme
neutical criterion for interpreting it properly.

4.2. The whole of life as a journey

The life of the Christian is a journey towards
his homeland and, as such, the present is seen in
constant tension with the futurt=. Thus, we are in
this life solely to know and love God and to get to
heaven. This is to esehatologize the whole of exist
ence but not as an evasion, as a simple "vanity of
vanities", but rather as transcience and darkness,
as a search and renection of the fulness for which
we yearn but also with our lamps well lit through
the work entrusted to us. At worst, we put up with
life in order to reclaim a lost paradise and avoid a
merited hell (L 122,4). All arc on the journey to
eternity - all are pilgrims and traveUers on the
eternal road - hence the exodus spirituality.

4.3. Faith as light and guide

We have faith so as not to get ourselves lost.
"Faith must serve as a light and guide for all
Christians to lead and direct them in the way of
salvation" (R 71). But it is a particular type of
faith - the faith of the pilgrim or faith which is
manifested in action. It is a faith, then, as we have
seen, which is motivated by charity."

4.4. Faith is a search as well as gift and presence

While faith seeks God (theological virtue), at
its most fundamental level, however, it is a gift
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and a presence which calls and leads us (superna
tural virtue).

a) God as objective or end. For example, "not
to do anything except with God in view" (R 72)
or, again, to concern ourselves only "with God
and with what we must do for his love" (MF
152,2). "Just as in the next life God will be the end
and objective of all your actions so he must be in
this life, too" (MD 75,3). This is the theological
dimension of faith. A theological virtue is one
which has God as its object (Da IX, 184). Conse
quently, the theological virtues, which are proper
to the true Christian (Da IX), are faith, hope and
charity. However, there is an insistence above all
on faith and on charity since to be a Christian is
to know and love God (Da X). This is the twin
theme of all of the first part of Da. It even speaks
of one single virtue which, at times, is charity 
to which is reduced all that Christians must do in
this world (Da 90; MF 90 merits special mention,
beginning as it does: " ...We are in this world only
to love and to please God"). At other times it is
faith since "the true Christian lives by faith" (R
71). In this last example it refers to faith which is
motivated by charity (Da IV, R 155) and which
embraces the complete theological dimension.

To have God as an objective or end highlights
the search or the option oj mall - "regarder. ..
agir. .. attribuer". It is to have the vision and sen
timents of God, seeking to please him in everyth
ing and living and dying for his glory and for his
interests (R 155). In synthesis, it is to allow oneself
to be led in everything by motives of faith, to live
the theological life - ie. one which is centred on
God as end and objective. However, it is necessary
to go one step further and discover that God is
also the heginning.

h) God as the begillllillg alld prime mover (R
81). For example, to practise poverty or mortifica
tion through motives of faith, in union with the
Spirit of Jesus Christ and through the motion of
his grace (EM 85), or to mortify oneself because
"God wishes that you live and are guided only hy
his divine Spirit" (MF 79, I). This is the Sl/perna
tl/ra/ dimension of faith. A supernatural virtue is
one which goes heyond the natural, what comes to
us from God (Da X). Faith is a gift, but, even

more, It IS presence. We seek God because, in a
certain way, we have already encountered him,
because he has sought us and encountered us and
has pitched his tent amongst us. Thus, faith is not
only a searching for God but it is also what unites
us to him. In this way, the journey and the end are
mysteriously linked in peace and joy. Faith is the
beginning of life eternal and an anticipation of
heaven, creating "such joy and happiness in the
soul that loves God that it comes to experience,
even now, the anticipated joy of heavenly
delights" (MD 70,3). It is a renected and veiled
presence of God, like a humble and trembling
dawning but, in the end, the light of truth. This
presence takes different expressions - for
example, Spirit, the new man, the vine, the sun,
the interior life.

I) It is the Spirit which gives new life. "The
spirit of faith is a participation in the Spirit of
God who lives in us ..." (L 105). The first fruit of
the Holy Spirit is to enable one to see with the
eyes of faith (MD 44). All of this meditation deals
with the life of faith. It is like a diptych illustrating
struggle between the shadows and the light: the
spirit of the world sees only what is apparent, pre
ferring the shadows to the light, having maxims
contrary to the Spirit, the spirit of truth teaching
us the maxims of the gospel - to understand, to
appreciate and to live them - hoth with regard to
personal sanctification as well as in apostolic
work. The eyes of faith enable us to distinguish
between the true and the false, the apparent and
the real.

2) To put all the lIelV mall (R 127) and rise
again through grace (MD 32). In this meditation
alone the word "faith" is mentioned 10 times.
Jesus Christ, when he enters the soul, raises it up
through faith in such a way that it no longer views
anything but with the eyes of faith. In this way it
raises itself towards God, "knowing, esteeming
and appreciating him alone, and so it can do noth
ing other than apply itself to God... losing all taste
for earthly things which only inspire contempt in
him". Consequently, St. Francis, full of faith and
love, often repeated: "My God and my all". (For
grace in general cf. Da 193-198).

3) Other equivalences: the ville and the vine
shoots (R 156; MR 195,3 ...); the Sl/II that gives life
to plants and fruits (EM 10); the beautiful sum-
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mary of Paul: "I live ... but yet not I, rather Christ
lives in me" (EM 19,31,85).

4) Finally, De La Salle also summarizes it.
and with much insistence, as the interior or "spiri
tuallife" (EM 3-6; R 105-124) since "the kingdom
of God is within you" (Lk 17,21) and "if anyone
loves me... we will come to him and live in him"
(In 14,23). The Saint stresses that one has to
empty oneself of the exterior in order to fill one
self with God and that the more the soul applies
itself to God the more it detaches itself from what
is created (EM 3-6). From this stems the extraor
dinary importance which he gives to the presence
of God and to recollection.

To have God as the beginning and prime mo
ver underlines the action oj God in us. It is "to
have him as the principal author" and to act only
through his divine Spirit (R 81).

In slIIllInary: the life of faith, or the theological
life, is centred on God, seeking him and the ac
complishment of his will (human option) and al
lowing God himself to lead us (divine action)
which is the deepest and most radical aspect of the
life of faith. In this way our life drinks from
another more profond Life. Lived in its fulness
this life ojJaith is the same as the spirit ojJaith (R
154; MF 139,2; 147,3). There is a progressive de
velopment towards this fulness. It is not sufficient
that actions be materially good (R 92) because the
"soul" or intention is also involved. Thus, jt is ne
cessary to explicitly unite oneself with the will of
God (R 85) - for example, in reading the Scriptu
res (R 84), or in fUlfilling the Rule (R 87) - ie. to
act through motives of faith (R 84). But for the
person to have this intention or inspiration requi
res that there be another inspiration or Spirit mov
ing and directing him, like the sap which the vine
gives to the shoots, and without which the person
can do nothing. Thus, Christianity is much more
than ethics - it is communion and mysticism. It is
profoundly impressive to notice the constant pres
ence in De La Salle of this all-embracing life of
faith - as much in his own life as in his spiritual
teaching and in his vision of the apostolic minis
try. In effect, the Christian educator must bring
knowledge, effort, self-giving, love and tenderness
but, above all, he must transmit something much
more profound - ie. God himself, acting through
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his envoy or minister to the extent that he has de
tached himself from what is created and has filled
himself with God (MR 195,2 and 3; 196,1 and 3).

4.5. A continuous presence:
the presence of God and prayer

The presence of God has a decisive role in the
spirit of faith (R 81, 93). With regard to prayer, it
is evident that without faith there is no prayer. It
is not surprising, then, that faith takes up a large
part - not to say the whole - of the Explanation
oj the Method oj Memal Prayer (EM)." Thus, it is
specifically stated that faith is the basis oj the JOllr
principal sections of the work:

a) The presence oj God. It is the first aspect of
prayer and must always be approached in a senti
ment of faith based on a passage of Scripture
(p. 6). The six means of experiencing the presence
of God developed in the work are conceived as
truths of faith (p. 30).

b) The prayer on a mystery. One must begin
by steeping oneself in its spirit, starting from the
Gospel, or from the teaching of the Church, be it
through a simple expression of faith - simple at
tention to the mystery which one believes because
faith teaches it - or through some reflection on
the mystery (p. 59+).

c) The prayer on a virtlle. In the first place one
must make oneself aware of its necessity, through
a sentiment of faith or through reflections, helped
in this by Scripture. On this foundation of faith
one makes the nine acts of the second part of men
tal prayer (p. 95).

d) Basically the same is said with regard to the
prayer on a maxim (p. 110, 112).

The acts ojJaith always figure in the first place
among the acts which may help in prayer and
many examples are offered - more than for any
other of the acts. Suffice it to remember that the
phrase "act(s) of faith" covers more than half of
the quotations on faith. They are rich and ample
in content and among them one can also find acts
of confusion (p. 37), of adoration (p. 41), of resol-
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ution (p. 63), of petition (p. 63-65), etc. It is little
wonder given that faith is a personal relationship
that envelops the whole of the person.

These pages presuppose a faith which is living
and practical and whose principal objective is not
notions or truths but union with God - to unite
oneself with God through a living faith is an ap
prenticeship for, and anticipated taste of, eternal
life (p. 4). It is faith which makes us capable of an
anticipated possession of God (p. 47). It is a faith
whose Illatives or fOllndations are in God, in Jesus
Christ, in the Spirit, in the Scripture - "through a
sentiment of faith based on a passage of Scrip
ture" (p. 6; also p.29, 37, 45, 71) - and even in
faith itself "because faith teaches it" (p. 60, 62, 63,
66). The whole work is woven with biblical passa
ges and, obviously, the same occurs when speak
ing of faith and in the acts of faith.

There are three ways of praying and the three
basically depend on faith:

1. With the help of reasoning and multiple re
lIections. If it is not based on faith this way beco
mes blocked or one is led astray since "reason de
stroys faith or, at least, puts obstacles in its way"
(p. 28). However, since the beginner is as yet una
ware of the "art of knowing God", he has to be
convinced of the divine presence through reasons
which are normally tender and affectionate and
made through motives of faith. In other words,
one moves into the spiritual by means of the tangi
ble, cloaked and animated by faith with the aim of
not becoming upset or dispirited (p. 33 + ).

2. Fewer and more prolonged rellections. This
avoids reasoning and is based on some passage of
scripture and may lead into simple attention
(p. 29+,71,96,99).

3. Simple attention (or contemplation, p.72).
Applied to the presence of God, it consists in be
ing before God "with a simple interior attitude of
faith that he is present" and remaining a certain
time in this way (p. 30). Tbe mind and the heart
cannot occupy themselves in anything else and the
soul completely leaves the created aside and un
consciously experiences a most intimate penetra
tion of its being by God and his divine prefections
(p. 34). Applied to a mystery, it is a simple interior
attitude "de foi vive et respectueuse" which leads
to silent adoration, to love, to admiration, to gra
titude... and to the desire to unite oneselfwith Our

Lord in that mystery (p. 72 +).
It is unnecessary to say that it is not only in

EM but also in other texts that one finds this rela
tionship between faith and prayer (MD 38,2; MF
119, I; 181,3).

4.6. The basic attitude:
conversion - "s'attacher - se detacher"

As we have seen, the virtue of faith presented
in the Collection (R 154-156) is forcefully structu
red around the poles of following and renollncing.
as in Mt 16,24: "If anyone wants to be a follower
of mine, let him renounce himself and take up his
cross and follow me". Stable faith is impossible
without a deep conversion to God and, conse
quently, De La Salle constantly insists on renun
ciation and detachment. It is a call to renounce
not only sin and imperfection but also things
which are valuable - for example, pleasure, sim
ple utility, and even reason - not because they
are bad but because they are fundamentally in
adequate or insufficient for the purpose to which
they are directed which is to follow and imitate
Jesus Christ, not to act simply on the human level.
Thus, "the life of the Christian... must be a conti
nual martyrdom because one is a Christian only so
as to conform oneself to Jesus Christ who suffered
during his whole life" (MF 89,2). Faith must de
spise all that the world values (MF 96,2) and see
everything that one has to suffer at the hands of
one's neighbour as presents from God (MF 87,3).
One must let go of the body, and of sensible plea
sures, "given that you are destined by God, like
the holy angels, to be occupied with what concerns
his service and with the care of souls" (MD 2,1).
Furthermore, "you are to value invisible rather
than visible things since the visible are temporal
and disappear rapidly while the invisible, being
eternal, will forever constitute the object of our
love" (ib). In summary, it is the primacy of the All
that makes sense of renunciations.

4.7. A constant guide: to obey the voice of God

The specific way to centre on God is to be do
cile to his voice. In a sense the revelation of God
never ends since it is not only a "deposit" but also
a personal event. God himself makes us under-
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sland what has already been revealed and, in addi
tion, continues to reveal his will to us. According
to De La Salle, the voice of God comes to us in
many ways: for example

I. Through Ihe Scriptures (R 83) with which he
insistently highlights his maxims and of which ·he
says, for example, the following; " ...The Scriptures
are the word of God, as faith teaches us. They
have a divine blessing. They lead us to God, en
sure that we are drawn to God, help us to have the
outlook of God and preserve in us the taste for
God" (EM 45). For these reasons Scripture satu
rales the writings of De La Salle.

2. Through Ihe Church. "We have to listen to
the Church as to Jesus Christ and to God himself'
(Da 72; R 155).

3. Through illterior illspiratiolls (R 118+).
4. Through the voice oj Ihe catechisl; " ... Jesus

Christ wants your disciples to view you as they
would him, that they receive your instruction as if
it was from him, that they be convinced that the
truth of Jesus Christ is spoken by you" (MR
195,2).

5. Through obediellce. Finally, and in a general
way, the voice of God is related to obedience:
"Pay attention in everything to the commands and
the will of God" (R 85-89).

Obediellce is one of the words nearest to the
spirit of faith in its practical application. "Of all
the virtues, ohedience is the one which is nearest
to the theological virtues since it has faith as its
principle and guide, is always accompanied by
hope and confidence in God and is the fruit of
charity and pure love of God" (MD 12,1). To
obey through motives of faith is "the most emi
nent act of religion that one can practise in this
world, given that it refers directly to God, under
the guise of a weak and humble man, yet invested
with divine authority" (MD 9, I). The texts on the
spirit of faith in the Collectioll insist much on this.
Thus, the Brothers "are to think only of God and
of what he commands" (p.74) and it speaks of
"ob6ir", "soumission", "regIe", use regler", "de·
voir", "dependance", "ohligation". According to
De La Salle, the will of God has a decisive struc
tural role in that it is the way to sanctify everYlh
ing, including "the most lowly and natural ac-
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tions" (p. 89). It is like the royal staircase which
descends from God to his creatures. The key ele
ments in this are the following: events - through
which the will of God is accomplished (p. 82); the
duties of one's own stale - which is the surest
way of accomplishing the will of God (p. 88); sub
mission to the Rule (p. 87); obedience to the
superior (p. 88); natural necessities (p. 89); and the
use of the senses through necessity in order to ac
complish what we have to do (p. 90).

Meditation number 9, of Ihe Meditatiolls Jar
SUlldays, is dedicated to the failh which we must
manifest in obeying." As its starting point it takes
the faith and the obedience of the centurion. De
La Salle's vision of faith is as follows; in obeying
the superior one oheys God himself and, hence,
one must obey promptly and blindly. If one has
living faith then true obedience ahsorbs human at
titudes and reasonings; " ... one must not obey
through motives of reason hut rather through
grace and with the simple attitude of faith» (9,3).

In this same work there are len other medita
tions on obedience (MD 7 to 15; 21; 57). In some
of them the word "faith" appears.25 For example,
the eyes of faith do not seek apparent splendour
but rather obedience (MD 11,1). Ohedience is
founded on faith which "is infinitely superior to
reason" and to obey because it is reasonable is not
to obey because God commands it, but rather il is
to act "as a philosopher who prefers reason to
faith" (MD 15,2). One must both have faith in
what superiors say (MD 21,1) and see God in
them and make acts of faith on this point so as to
obey him as one would obey God himself (MD
73, I). Obviously, we know to-day that this has to
be nuanced, as lhe historical mistakes of the
Church as well as every day experience indicate.
Neither is it enough to say that obedience can
change the bad into good - as in (MD 11,3) in
the case of invincible ignorance.

III syll1"esis: It is imporUUll to know alld /0 obey
truths but it is much more importalll 10 accomplish the
will oj God. There are mOllY importollt tMllgs ill the
Church bUI Ihe most importanr is God himselfalld the
!'ocalioll, or call, that he has Jar each aile. Filially, ill
tile face oj this overwhelming insistence. we must 1101

Jorget that, Jar De La Salle, obediellce was the true
Gnd daily /lame for IOlle - ill accordance wilh "who-
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el'er holds to my commalldmelllS and keeps them is the
one who loves me" (In 14,21).

4.8. To journey together and to pass on the light

Our faith does not depend solely on God, it
depends, too, on others. It depends on the Saints,
beginning with the Blessed Virgin, who teach us
the way of faith (MF 83,2; 112,1)." It depends on
all educators in the faith - parents, Christian
teachers, co-operators with Jesus Christ in the sal
vation of souls. However, those who have to edu
cate in the spirit of Christianity must be deeply
imbued with the spirit of faith (R 71 + ).

The ministry of Christian education is the theme
of the Meditations for the Time of Retreat (MR).27
Of the 23 references to faith more than half are
found in meditations 199 and 200 which deal with
the ecclesial dimension of the ministry of the
Christian educator. Faith is necessary to please
God (199,1). It is the foundation of our hope
(199,1) and it comes to us through the preaching
of the Gospel (199,3). It connects us with our ori
gins - with the preaching of Paul (199,1) and of
Peter (199,2), and with the first Christians (200,2).
There is a special insistence (at least 7 times!) on
the uselessness of faith which is unaccompanied by
good works (200,3).

The ten remaining quotations (along with two
others which use the word "croire") form small
and varied segments which may be threaded to
gether in the following manner. God wishes the
light of faith for all men (193,1) and for this it is
necessary to have preaching (193,1). God sent his
son so that all who believe in him would not
perish (201,3). Faith is a gift of the Spirit (201,1)
and is related to the work of Paul with Titus
(204,2) and with the Corinthians (207,2). There is
a renewed insistence that faith without works and
without charity is dead (194,3: twice; 197,2; add
ing these three quotations to the previous seven on
the same theme we have a considerable total of 10
out of the 23 quotations on faith). The Christian
teacher has to instruct his disciples in the practical
truths of the faith and in the maxims of the Gos
pel (194,3; 198,1) and he must always give witness
to faith and to sanctity. Finally, it will be a great
consolation for him to contemplate the fruits of
faith in his disciples (207,3).

We can underline three other aspects:

aJ The biblical o/'igin of a large part of the
texts on faith.

bJ It is true that the spirit of faith is never
mentioned and that there is no meditation on the
theme of faith despite the fact there are two on the
spirit of zeal (201, and 202). The reason for this is
that here, more than in any particular nucleus,
faith is the linking fabric embracing the whole
work in a more or less explicit manner. Its starting
point is that the objective of the Christian is to
know and love God and that faith is the light and
guide on this journey. The whole text is forcefully
and marvellously linked around God's plan of sal
vation (193; 194; 201,3) through the proclamation
of faith in the school, in such a way that the
Christian teacher is a minister of God, an ambas
sador of Christ, a guardian angel to his disciples,
and a minister of the Church; " ... St. Paul wishes
that all those who announce the Gospel are consi
dered ministers of Jesus Christ, that they write the
letter which he has dictated to them, not with ink
but through the Spirit of the living God" (201,2).
In the eyes of faith this is an incomparable voca
tion - a vocation in which one has to lay down
one's life and for which there awaits a splendid
reward.

cJ There is an insistence that one has to edu
cate in the spirit of Christianity, a spirit which, for
De La Salle, in essence, is equivalent to the spirit
of faith (R 72, 94). The spirit of Christianity leads
to the wisdom of God (MR 194,2). The apostles
procured it for the faithful (200,3) and it is linked
to the teaching of the practical truths of faith and
to the maxims of the Gospel (194,3). It is the work
of the Holy Spirit (195,2). The Church entrusts us
with the ministry of procuring it for children
(199,1). Those who acquire it in childhood will,
from that time, live in justice and piety (207,3). Fi
nally, in heaven, it will be seen which educators
have formed in the spirit of Christianity and which
have not (208, I). In a word, to educate in the spi
rit of Christianity is to give a complete Christian
education. 2B

It should be noted, too, that the spirit of the
Christian is also mentioned (3 times) especially in
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lhc following context - lhe teacher must ensure
that his disciples "live the Christian life and that
(their) words are spirit and life for them; ... in the
first place because they will be produced by the
Spirit a/God II'ho lives ill (them) (I Cor 3,16) and,
in the second place, because they will instil the
Christian spirit in them and, possessing this spirit,
which is none other than the spirit of Jesus Christ,
they will live this true life which draws so many
benefits to man that it leads him with certainty to
eternal life" (196,3).

4.9. Signposts on the way: God present in creatures

We know that the heavens proclaim the glory
of God yet De La Salle puts creatures on a level
with God only in the sense that God has first de
scended to creatures and thus one can view them
"as God knows them" (R 77). Every creature re
veals a relationship with God who created and
preserves it. All goodness comes from him (EM
13, 18,31). Consequently, creatures are always in
second place if not secondary. They are always in
sufficient and, at times, dangerous. It is true that
Paul mentions the way whicb leads from creatures
to God (Act 17,24+) but that was in a particular
circumstance - the fulness of time had come and
the touchstone is no longer creatures but Jesus
Christ. De La Salle moves in the same direction
but he does not neglect the beginners. Children go
to God through the sacramental mediation of peo
ple - the tenderness and affection of the Christ
ian educator who puts himself in the hands of
God to be a guardian angel, a minister of the
Church, an ambassador of Christ and of the same
God. The beginners in prayer must start very
slowly, aided by others (EM 29).

On the other hand, from De La Salle's existen
tial point of view, things are not considered solely
in themselves but rather are threaded through the
basic options of a particular life and which, for
him, are summarized in making the will of God
the rule of one's life. We know that creatures have
their own raison d'etre and autonomy, their laws
and particular purposes (GS 36). Thus, De La
Salle clearly accepts, for example, that psychology
and pedagogy have their own laws - their auton-
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omy - that one cannot treat all children in the
same way, that it makes more sense to begin from
French rather than from Latin, etc. For such ini
tiatives he has his place in the history of western
pedagogy. On the other hand, however, it falls to
man to link it all to God according to the divine
will in each specific case. [n other words, it is a
question of living in the world but not of the
world. Creatures form part of the journey towards
God in that they are forms of his voice and of his
presence, elements in a divine plan that we have to
bring to fulness. But what is always the most im
portant is God himself.

4.10. On high seas without either sails or oars

What is the will of God for me here and now?
As we have seen, De La Salle indicated appropri
ate ways of discovering this - ego Scripture, the
duties of one', 'tate, lhe Rule, the superior, and
also natural necessities. But this does not exhaust
everything since there still remain ample areas of
mystery. De La Salle dramatically experienced this
in his own life and and he was a persistent and
zealous watchman of the revelation of the will of
God in his personal history - through fasts and
sacrifices, in seeking advice and in nights of
prayer, in struggles and shocks - full of faith and
abandonment into the hands of God. Thus. "po
verty is the secure foundation for those who have
true faith" (MF 176,2) and detachment from
everything indicates "great faith because he who
detaches himself from everything puts himself in
the hands of Divine Providence, like a man who
throws himself into the sea without oars or sails"
(MF 134,1). Such was the life of De La Salle
which came to an end with the admirable "I adore
in all things the will of God forme". What was the
result of this attitude? Something rather surprising
- ie. the profond conviction, and his solemn and
reiterated confession, that the founder of the
Christian Schools was not De La Salle but rather
God himself. His whole life was a difficult but
hcautiful maieutic experience which continually
enlightened this conviction which he experienced
and appreciated. In this experience, as in the Bible
itself, revelation and credibility were merged.
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5. CONCLUSION

According to De La Salle, there were many
grades of faith. In its full and constant form it was
equivalent to the spirit of faith. To have the spirit
of faith is to live the theological life - faith, hope
and charity - intensely. It is to centre oneself in
God, and in his will, seeking him and allowing
oneself to be led by him. Hence the primacy of the
Scriptures and their maxims, linked with the pres
ence of God, prayer, and total abandonment into
the hands of Providence. From this, too, stems the
constant impOrlance of obedience in all its forms
- the Rule, the superior - and the vocation to
the ministry of education in faith. However, to
centre on God is, the same time, to relativise
everything else, to detach oneself from all that is
created.

It is true that the expression "the spirit of
faith" does not figure prominently in De La Salle's
work, yet its contents 110urish there with richness
and vigour, including in texts which do not men
tion it a single time as in, for example, Da, EM, L,
or MR. The explanation of the spirit of faith (R
76-94), on which we have commented, is the basic
score which gives us the key for re-reading the
other writings and for discovering in them diffe
rent orchestrations of the themes which we have
seen and analysed. It is the context which enables
us to situate the texts in the deep and living unity
of their author.

I We will leave aside the possible sources and the biog
ruphics.

2 In the entries on faith, spirit, and Holy Spirit in VL
there are two quotations too many and there are 19 missing.

J At times this distinction is both very slight and difficult
because the religious context of the "Vork and of the author
give religious connotations to many secular words. When in
doubt - which was frequently - we have opted in favour of
meaning A. If we say, for example, that the word "fat' is men
tioned 9 times (A: 7) and that "croire" is mentioned three ti
mes, we wish to indicate that with the word 'fa;" there are two
examples with meaning B and that with the word "croirc" each
example carries menning A.

4 Altogether the word "foi" figures 733 times (A: 714, of
which 55 figure in the expression "esprit defot'; B: 19). With
regard to meaning A it is necessary to note the rollowing: it ap
pears with most rrequency in MF (122 times), Da (119), R (89),
EM (78), Dc and MD (61 in each). It appears least frequently
in FD (once), L (2). CE (3), RC (9). PA (10). E (18). t (t9). MR
(23). The word 'for does not appear in MH or in RD, in ei
ther menning A or a, while in FV and RB it appears only in

meaning B (once in each work).
5 In the following words we will indicate three categories:

A) the words which do not appear in VL - they arc presented
here \vilhoUI any special significance. B) those words which ap
pear rcwer than 12 times (the number is indicated in parenthesis)
and C) those which figure more than 12 times (indicated by an .).

A) Fidele· (adjjnoun), infidclc· (adjjnoun), fide lc
menl *, infidelement, tidclite *, inlidelite (5) lier (verb), se tier
(I), se defier (4), defiance (3), mefiance, mefier, se mcficr, mefi
ant, confier", se confier (10), etre contie *, confiance *, confi
demment (4), loyautc, deloyaute, loyal, deloyal, perlidie (I),
perfide, trahir (II), trahison, Imitre (3), agnosticisme, scepti
cisme.

B) Cro)'ance, croyant, incroyance, incroyant, croyable, in
croyablc (3), creance", increance, creancier, credible, credibi
lite, credit (3), credule, incredule (3), credulite, incredulitc (5).

C) Veritable·, veritablement". verite·, vrai", vraiment
(7), doute *. douter·, douteux (5), faussement (4), rausser.
faussete (2), faux(-sse) *.

Put another way, of these 58 words, 26 do not figure in
VL and 17 of the others appear only infrequently. There re
main 15 words (7 of which are rather distant in meaning - ie.
group C) which need to be studied in more detail. For example,
"creance": appears 19 times (A: 17) especially in E, Da and Db
(7,5 and twice respectively); meaning B (twice) is found in RD.

6 The spirit of failh is mentioned us follows; R (40 limes),
MF (6), RC(4), MD (3), CE (t) and FD (I). The R mentions it
us such 29 times and a further II times in an equivalent rorm:
"eet esprit". Consequently, the spirit of faith is not mentioned
in texts such as EM, L, M R, or Ou.

7 "Esprit" appears 1,694 times (A: 1,541 - of which 55
are in the expression the spirit of raith; B: 153). It refers to God
(II times), is used with reference 10 the spirit or Jesus Christ
(112), to the Spirit of God (166) and. above all, to the Holy
Spirit (426). All of this givcs a copsiderable total of 715 occa
sions in which it is mentioned. Then, much rurther behind in
usage, we have, in descending order or frequency: the spirit of
Christianity (43 times), the spirit or the mystery (39 - EM 30,
R 8 and MF I), the Christian spirit (26), the spirit or the Insti
tute (26), the spirit of penance or penitence (25), the spirit of
the world (21), the spirit of religion (20, of our statc (19), of the
Church (19), of a maxim (16 - EM 15, R I), the spirit of prayer
(13), or lirc (8), of childhood (8). the interior spirit (5), the spirit
of a community (4), of piety (4): The roJlowing are quoted
three limes; the spirit of adoration, of humility, of justice, of
mortification, of prayer, of your vocation, of zeal (alleast indi
rectly) while the rollowing arc mentioned twice: the spirit or
charity, of community, or the Gospel, of dissoluteness, or obe
dience, of poverty, of regularity, of retirement, of satisfaction,
of union. Finally, the following arc mentioned once: the spirit
of accusation, of disinterestedness, of intelligence, of'martyr
dom, or wisdom, of sacrifice, or St. Joseph, or the Society, the
Catholic spirit, the ecclesiaslical spirit, and the episcopal spirit.

8 We will see, for example, thai in Oa, EM and MR one
finds the essentials of the spirit or raith despite the fact thal it is
not mentioned as such. To take another example, in Meditation
90 - on behaviour towards God - it is surprising thaI De La
Salle could touch on a theme very close to the spirit of faith
without even mentioning the word ··raith". Something similar
appears in Meditation 91 with regard to obedience and the apos
tala Ie. Finally, one should nol forget that the expression "the
spirit of faith" does not appear in either the Bible or in the Lalin
vocabulary in general (cL BOVIS, I.c., 604) Neither, for example,
does it appear in Berulle, which, perhaps is not exceptional. de
spite the fact thaI he orten speaks of the lire of raith.
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II The words "piety" and "religion" frequently go beyond
the confines of a particular virtue and become synonymous
with the whole Christian lire so th31, al limes. there emcrSc
equivalences for the spirit of faith in the spirit of Christianity.
the spirit of piety, and the spirit of religion (MD 58.1; MF
160.1).

1& "Wisdom" is one of the words used by St. Paul in
speaking of the spirit of faith (ee BoVIS. I.e.• 605 +). Accord·
ing 10 De La Salle, the education in the spirit of Christianity
leads to the wisdom of God (MR 194,2). God has called us 10

the ministry "10 procure his glory <Ind to give to children the
spirit of wisdom and of light so tl1illlhey will know him and in
order (0 enlighten the eyes of their hearts" (MR 106,1). ~Il is
for God alone to confer true wisdom which is the Christian spi·
ril" (MF 157,2).

II Christian prudence judges things "by the muxims and
rules of the Gospel and according to the discernment which
God himself mukes of things" (Da 185). This description could
also be appropriate for the spirit of faith.

12 Cf. i"fra IV,7.
I) Cf. R 76, 94; MF 84,3. As we have seen, Ihe spirit of

Christianity is mentioned 43 times and the Christian spirit 26
times - 69 times in all (more than lhe 55 references to the spi
ril of failh).

l~ R 71, 72. The following, tuken from all the texts, ure
mentioned: the spirit of the Institute (26 times); the spirit of the
Society (I); the spirit of our stale (19); the spirit of your vocu
tion (3) - 49 times in total.

" Cf. "Stylistic analysis of the chapter on the spirit of
faith" in MAYMI, P., MVida defe), cateqllctica de fafe. Jeglill
S.J.B. De La Salle", Instituto Pontificio San Pio X, Madrid,
1966. p. 187-217.

16 In efTett it is sufficient to compare the frequency of vo
cabulary among the dilTerent texts: (I) Foi: Oa 124 times (A:
119); Db 68 (A; 60); D, 61; GA 39; PA 10. (2) Croirc: 0, 81 (A:
53); Db 89 (A: 74); Dt; 22 (A: 10); GA 32 IA: 29): PA 9. (3)
Esprit de fOi: it is not quoted specifically in these works. How·
ever, we can mention the reference in Db (p. 22+) which is a lit
tle technical: wilh respect to God there are lhrt.oe ways or be6ev
ing - "croire Dieu": 10 belieyc that there is only one God 
"croire aDieu": (0 believe alilhat God has revealed because it is
the very truth - "croire en Dieu": to believe that God is good,
lhat he is our ultimate end, and to put all our conridencc in him.
Sinners believe in the first and second ways but not in the third
bec-.luse they do not put all their confidence in God. In this we
encounter the traditional fonnula: "Credere Deo. credere Deum,
credere in Deum» (cr.. for example, de LUDAC. H .. Meditatio"
sur I'Eg/ire", Desclec de Brouwer, 1964, p. 24+).

\1 Cr. GALLEGO, S.. "Vida)' peusemielllo de S. Juall Ball
'islO De Lo Solie". RAC. M,drid. 1986. Vol. II, p.797+.

II ChapLer 2 or the RC (p. 3·5) adds important vari:mts to
this chapter of the R. I) It replaces the introduction to the R
with another (p. 3) on the imparLance and netcssity or Ihe spi
ril proper to each Community. 2) It 3dds that the New Testu
men I musl be considered as "their first and principal rule"
(p.4). For comparison of these texts and of the Rule or 1105
d. MA YMI, op, cit., pp. 43·73, and for a study of the contents.
pp. 89·115. In the RC the spirit or faith is mentioned only rour
times, twice in this chapter and twice in chapter 16 on regula·
rity. It figures among the interior supporls (p. 39) and among
the commandments proper to lhe Brother (p. 40): "By the spi
ril of raith you will do everything ror God alone". "To ucL only
ror God" is the briefest possible synthesis of the spirit or faith.

19 cr. MAn-Ii, P., op. dy.. pp. 117-120. For the "spirit or
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our Institute", cf. ib.. p. 91 +, 120.
:u These three effects of faith are indicated in this svstema·

tic enumeration. Occasionally other effects, whK::h are ·concre.
tions of (he previous, are also menLioned - for example, in
M F 96,2 and 3 it speaks of the disdain for what the world va·
lues and of zeal for the education of the poor.

~I In the rest of R the expression "spirit of faith" appears
only I I more times. in spe:lking of the commandments proper
to the Brother (p. 5), of the four interior supports of the So·
ciety (p. 6. 65), in the directions for the e;(amin~ttion or consci
ence (p. 28), in the lopies or conversation for recreation (p. 64,
65 and 66, lincs II, 13 and 19), in the passages referring to act·
iog through the spirit of faith (p.95, lines 5 and 6) and, as we
have seen, in speaking or raith (p. 154). They are very short
quotations or simple references which are intended to indicate
in what the spirit of faith consists.

!! We must not rorget, as SI. Thomas suys in the
"Summa" (2·2, q. 2. a. 9), that raith is the assent or the under
standing to the extent that it is moved by lhe will (attracted by
God). As we have seen, Dc La Salle consisLenLly recalls that
faith without works is dead. Hc is not interested in knowlcdge
which is not virLue nor in faith which is not also life and the
spirit of faith. Is it the primacy of raith or or charity? Cf. LOT.

TIN, 0., "Raisoll pratiquc et [oi pm/iqfle", in "Ewdes de Morale,
Histo;re et doctrille", 1. Duculol, Gembloux 1961, pp. 183·199;
also MAyr-,'li, P., op. ciL, pp. 28·35 and 126·138. In synthesis:
speculative faith enlightens (speculative judgement) while prac
licaJ faith directs (practical judgement) ,lOd charity moves Lo
action. "The Christian must do everything for the love of God
but his love must be directed by a great spirit offaith" (LonIN,
op. cit., p. 198 + - with author'S emphasis). "That your faith
be effective and animated by charity and moves you to detnch
ment in everything.. ." (R 155). The rullest expression of faith is
martyrdom which De La Salle considered as a fu\'or and bless
ing (MF 84,3; 87,3; 89.2; 117,3).

!J In EM the word "faith" appears 78 times of which 41
(more than h~lf) rerer to the phrase "oct(s) or faith".

1~ In MD the word "faith" appears 62 times altogether. In
Meditation 9 alone it appears 10 times - 5 of them in this
rorm: "this (simple) altitude of faith"}.

~s Altogether it appears 8 times which, added to the 10
previous quotations, gives a total of 18 quotations. This is al
most a third of the lotal in the text - ie. 58.

~6 In MF more than half of the quotations on faith (67
out or a lolal or 122) arc found in only 8 meditations with the
following frequency: St. Thomas Apostle (MF 84:12 times
with precisely his incredulity as the starting point; similarly in
MO 32); 51. Peter of Verona, martyr. (MF 117: II times); SI.
Stephen, the first martyr (MF 87: 10 times); St. Peter Apostle
(MF 139; 10 times); lhe Epiphany (MF 96; 8 times); Sl. Denis
(175; 6 times); 51. Barnabas (M F 134; 5 times) and St. Cathe·
rine (M F 192: 5 times).

~7 The 16 meditations have their own nUITH:mtion but it
seems better 10 quote them according to the overall numera
tion of the meditations of the Saint which has usually been
used since 1921. In that numeration Lhey are numbered from
193 10208.

2ft Because of this it is a little surprising - it must have
been a lapse - th:lt he says in (197,2) that it is nol sufficient to
give the spirit of Christianity to children and to teach them the
mysteries and the speculativt: truths of religion. It is surprising
in lhe sense that, as we have seen, the spiril of Christianity in
volves all of this (194.)).
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50 LASALLIAN THEMES

Complementary themes:

Abandonment; Christian; Detachment; Direction by God; Disciples; Employment; Heaven; In
spirations; Institute; Maxims; Motives; Obedience; The presence of God; Recollection; Renun
ciation; Sacred Scripture; The spirit of Christianity; State; The will of God; The work of God;
Zeal.
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